The University of Iowa History of Medicine Society invites you to hear:

**Allyn Mark**
Emeritus Prof. of Internal Medicine, Division of Cardiovascular Medicine, University of Iowa College of Medicine

---

**Charles Dotter and Andreas Gruentzig:**
The Personal Stories of Two Pioneers Who Transformed the Practice of Cardiovascular Medicine

**Thursday, November 8, 2018, 5:30-6:30**
Hardin Library Room 401

Using photographs and videos of “Crazy Charlie Dotter” and Andreas Gruentzig in action, Dr. Mark tells the personal stories of two physicians and their pioneering discoveries that transformed the practice of radiology and cardiology in the late 20th century. Dotter emerged as the Father of Interventional Radiology and Interventional Vascular Medicine and Gruentzig as the Father of Interventional Cardiovascular Medicine. Both were colorful, charismatic and lived life on the edge. Each challenged the medical establishment and the status quo in pursuit of their pioneering discoveries.

If you are a person with a disability requiring an accommodation in order to participate in this program, please contact Donna Hirst, Hardin Library for the Health Sciences (donna-hirst@uiowa.edu), 335-9154. The UI History of Medicine Society website is located at: http://hosted.lib.uiowa.edu/histmed/